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IG-2PJ00L4T

Reclaiming Arabic words

 The Oversight Board has overturned Meta’s original decision to remove an 

Instagram post which, according to the user, showed pictures of Arabic words 

which can be used in a derogatory way towards men with “effeminate 

mannerisms.” The content was covered by an exception to Meta’s Hate 

Speech policy and should not have been removed. 

About the case

 In November 2021, a public Instagram account which describes itself as a 

space for discussing queer narratives in Arabic culture posted a series of 

pictures in a carousel (a single Instagram post that can contain up to 10 

images with a single caption). The caption, written in both Arabic and English, 

explained that each picture shows a different word that can be used in a 

derogatory way towards men with “effeminate mannerisms” in the Arabic-

speaking world, including the terms “zamel,” “foufou,” and “tante/tanta.” The 

user stated that the post intended “to reclaim [the] power of such hurtful 

terms.” 

 Meta initially removed the content for violating its Hate Speech policy but 

restored it after the user appealed. After being reported by another user, Meta 

then removed the content again for violating its Hate Speech policy. 

According to Meta, before the Board selected this case, the content was 

escalated for additional internal review which determined that it did not, in 

fact, violate the company’s Hate Speech policy. Meta then restored the 

content to Instagram. Meta explained that its initial decisions to remove the 

content were based on reviews of the pictures containing the terms “z***l” and 

“t***e/t***a.” 
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Key findings

 The Board finds removing this content to be a clear error which was not in line 

with Meta’s Hate Speech policy. While the post does contain slur terms, the 

content is covered by an exception for speech “used self-referentially or in an 

empowering way,” as well as an exception which allows the quoting of hate 

speech to “condemn it or raise awareness.” The user’s statements that they 

did not “condone or encourage the use” of the slur terms in question, and that 

their aim was “to reclaim [the] power of such hurtful terms,” should have 

alerted the moderator to the possibility that an exception may apply. 

 For LGBTQIA+ people in countries which penalize their expression, social 

media is often one of the only means to express themselves freely. The over-

moderation of speech by users from persecuted minority groups is a serious 

threat to their freedom of expression. As such, the Board is concerned that 

Meta is not consistently applying exemptions in the Hate Speech policy to 

expression from marginalized groups. 

 The errors in this case, which included three separate moderators 

determining that the content violated the Hate Speech policy, indicate that 

Meta’s guidance to moderators assessing references to derogatory terms may 

be insufficient. The Board is concerned that reviewers may not have sufficient 

resources in terms of capacity or training to prevent the kind of mistake seen 

in this case. 

 Providing guidance to moderators in English on how to review content in non-

English languages, as Meta currently does, is innately challenging. To help 

moderators better assess when to apply exceptions for content containing 

slurs, the Board recommends that Meta translate its internal guidance into 

dialects of Arabic used by its moderators. 

 The Board also believes that to formulate nuanced lists of slur terms and give 

moderators proper guidance on applying exceptions to its slurs policy, Meta 

must regularly seek input from minorities targeted with slurs on a country and 

culture-specific level. Meta should also be more transparent around how it 

creates, enforces, and audits its market-specific lists of slur terms. 
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The Oversight Board’s decision

 The Oversight Board overturns Meta’s original decision to remove the 

content. 

 As a policy advisory statement, the Board recommends that Meta: 

Translate the Internal Implementation Standards and Known Questions 

into dialects of Arabic used by its content moderators. Doing so could 

reduce over-enforcement in Arabic-speaking regions by helping 

moderators better assess when exceptions for content containing slurs are 

warranted.

Publish a clear explanation of how it creates its market-specific slur lists. 

This explanation should include the processes and criteria for designating 

which slurs and countries are assigned to each market-specific list.

Publish a clear explanation of how it enforces its market-specific slur lists. 

This explanation should include the processes and criteria for determining 

precisely when and where the slurs prohibition will be enforced, whether in 

respect to posts originating geographically from the region in question, 

originating outside but relating to the region in question, and/or in relation 

to all users in the region in question, regardless of the geographic origin of 

the post.

Publish a clear explanation of how it audits its market-specific slur lists. 

This explanation should include the processes and criteria for removing 

slurs from or keeping slurs on Meta’s market-specific lists.

 *Case summaries provide an overview of the case and do not have 

precedential value. 

Full case decision

1.Decision summary

 The Oversight Board overturns Meta’s original decision to remove an 

Instagram post by an account that explores “queer narratives in Arabic history 

and popular culture ” The content falls into an exception in Meta’s Hate
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and popular culture.  The content falls into an exception in Meta s Hate 

Speech policy as it reports, condemns, and discusses the negative use of 

homophobic slurs by others and uses them in an expressly positive context. 

2. Case description and background

 In November 2021, a public Instagram account which identifies itself as a 

space for discussing queer narratives in Arabic culture posted a series of 

pictures in a carousel (a single Instagram post that can contain up to 10 

images with a single caption). The caption, which the user wrote in both 

Arabic and English, explains that each picture shows a different word that can 

be used in a derogatory way towards men with "effeminate mannerisms" in the 

Arabic speaking world, including the terms "zamel," "foufou," and 

"tante"/"tanta." In the caption the user stated that they did not "condone or 

encourage the use of these words," but explained that they had previously 

been abused with one of these slurs and that the post was intended "to reclaim 

[the] power of such hurtful terms." The Board’s external experts confirmed 

that the terms quoted in the content are often used as slurs. 

 The content was viewed approximately 9,000 times, receiving around 30 

comments and approximately 2,000 reactions. Within three hours of the 

content being posted, a user reported it for "adult nudity or sexual activity" 

and another user reported it as "sexual solicitation." Each report was dealt 

with separately by different human moderators. No action was taken by the 

moderator who reviewed the first report, but the moderator who reviewed the 

second report removed the content for violating Meta’s Hate Speech policy. 

The user appealed this removal and a third moderator restored the content to 

the platform. After the content was restored, another user reported it as “hate 

speech” and another moderator carried out a fourth review, again removing 

the content. The user appealed a second time and, after a fifth review, another 

moderator upheld the decision to remove the content. After Meta notified the 

user of that decision, the user submitted an appeal to the Oversight Board. 

Meta later confirmed that all of the moderators who reviewed the content were 

fluent Arabic speakers. 

 Meta explained that the initial decisions to take down the content were based 

on reviews of the pictures containing the terms “z***l” and “t***e/t***a”. In 

response to a question from the Board Meta also noted that the company 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Fpolicies%2Fcommunity-standards%2Fhate-speech%2F&h=AT15o5uzkEbbsb0ce6P9fZbGMhyEfvgaX0j3O7yOohMWbNfTYg5cOTO8g_9E7W_sQTI3rJ0JtANtGq6rfv6U4DeVeAKE2RYRD7JkmJke86ZZ4v_Nr7OQfpkzEBiBmKfsLlh3LLM4-4IVZePY
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considers another term used in the content, “moukhanath” to be a slur. 

 According to Meta, after the user appealed to the Board but before the Board 

selected the case, the content was independently escalated for an additional 

internal review, which determined that it did not violate the Hate Speech 

Policy. The content was subsequently restored to the platform. 

3. Oversight Board authority and scope

 The Board has authority to review Meta’s decision following an appeal from 

the user whose content was removed (Charter Article 2, Section 1; Bylaws 

Article 3, Section 1). 

 The Board may uphold or overturn Meta’s decision (Charter Article 3, Section 

5), and this decision is binding on the company (Charter Article 4). Meta must 

also assess the feasibility of applying its decision in respect of identical 

content with parallel context (Charter Article 4). The Board’s decisions may 

include policy advisory statements with non-binding recommendations that 

Meta must respond to (Charter Article 3, Section 4; Article 4). 

 When the Board selects cases like this one, where Meta has agreed that it 

made an error, the Board reviews the original decision to help increase 

understanding of why errors occur, and to make observations or 

recommendations that may contribute to reducing errors and to enhancing 

due process. 

4.Sources of authority

 The Oversight Board considered the following as sources of authority: 

I.Oversight Board decisions:

 The Board’s most relevant decisions to this case include: 

The “Wampum Belt decision” (2021-012-FB-UA): In this decision the 

Board highlighted the importance of protecting the expression of 

marginalized groups noting that Meta must ensure that it does not

https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-L1LANIA7/
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marginalized groups, noting that Meta must ensure that it does not 

remove content that falls under a Hate Speech policy exception.

The “South Africa slurs decision” (2021-011-FB-UA): In this decision the 

Board found that Meta must be more transparent on the procedures and 

criteria it uses for developing its slur lists. The Board also recommended 

that Meta prioritize improving procedural fairness in its enforcement of the 

Hate Speech policy so that users can better understand why content is 

removed.

The “Myanmar bot decision” (2021-007-FB-UA): In this decision the 

Board emphasised the importance of context in assessing whether 

content falls into the exceptions to the Hate Speech policy.

 The Board also refers to recommendations made in: The “Ocalan's isolation 

decision” (2021-006-IG-UA), the  "Two buttons meme decision” (2021-005-

FB-UA), and the “Breast cancer symptoms and nudity decision” (2020-004-

IG-UA). 

II. Meta’s content policies:

 This case involves Instagram's Community Guidelines and Facebook's 

Community Standards. Meta's Transparency Center states that "Facebook 

and Instagram share Content Policies. This means that if content is 

considered violating on Facebook, it is also considered violating on 

Instagram." 

 Instagram's Community Guidelines state: 

We want to foster a positive, diverse community. We remove content that 

contains credible threats or hate speech… It's never OK to encourage violence 

or attack anyone based on their race, ethnicity, national origin, sex, gender, 

gender identity, sexual orientation, religious affiliation, disabilities, or 

diseases. When hate speech is being shared to challenge it or to raise 

awareness, we may allow it. In those instances, we ask that you express your 

intent clearly.

 Facebook's Community Standards define hate speech as "a direct attack on 

https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-TYE2766G/
https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/FB-ZWQUPZLZ
https://oversightboard.com/decision/IG-I9DP23IB/
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-RZL57QHJ/
https://oversightboard.com/decision/IG-7THR3SI1/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhelp.instagram.com%2F477434105621119&h=AT0utQ02sLWNufBOBHkRi2YTiLE2HTsRipNpFC-Nm8Lc9x-CdRyR4gnILzvaG01h1xn5csbESJwLBG3vcX8an-rpc66THS0vPbd01UlFQwOnypkdyDsrtZn1rH5EzMqJyVCLpWQJRJWU8MsC
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Fpolicies%2Fcommunity-standards%2F&h=AT01-Lu5fRm0DlcVTjMqB6ivioISr6E_soMwTu_BJdowLKT7bUAXhwyYa4Xw0tMtoWjXqJ0OZFBZHykIeRQm80UShZH5jjs2OFYuAos48NiUE_3_ql8ZIP5QQ64ZemDpW79a9UXxx2k__N3H
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people based on what we call protected characteristics – race, ethnicity, 

national origin, religious affiliation, sexual orientation, caste, sex, gender, 

gender identity and serious disease or disability." Meta divides attacks into 

three tiers. The slurs section of the hate speech policy prohibits “[c]ontent 

that describes or negatively targets people with slurs, where slurs are defined 

as words that are inherently offensive and used as insulting labels for the 

above characteristics.” The rest of tier three prohibits content targeting 

people with segregation or exclusion. 

 As part of the policy rationale Meta explains that: 

We recognize that people sometimes share content that includes someone 

else's hate speech to condemn it or raise awareness. In other cases, speech 

that might otherwise violate our standards can be used self-referentially or in 

an empowering way. Our policies are designed to allow room for these types of 

speech, but we require people to clearly indicate their intent. If the intention is 

unclear, we may remove content.

III. Meta’s values:

 Meta's values are outlined in the introduction to the Facebook Community 

Standards where the value of "Voice" is described as "paramount": 

The goal of our Community Standards has always been to create a place for 

expression and give people a voice. […] We want people to be able to talk 

openly about the issues that matter to them, even if some may disagree or find 

them objectionable.

 Meta limits "Voice" in service of four values, two of which are relevant here: 

"Safety": We are committed to making Facebook a safe place. Expression that 

threatens people has the potential to intimidate, exclude or silence others and 

isn't allowed on Facebook.

"Dignity": We believe that all people are equal in dignity and rights. We expect 

that people will respect the dignity of others and not harass or degrade them.
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IV. International human rights standards:

 The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs), 

endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council in 2011, establish a voluntary 

framework for the human rights responsibilities of private businesses. In 2021, 

Meta announced its Corporate Human Rights Policy, where it reaffirmed its 

commitment to respecting human rights in accordance with the UNGPs. The 

Board's analysis of Meta’s human rights responsibilities in this case was 

informed by the following human rights standards which are applied in Section 

8 of this decision: 

The rights to freedom of opinion and expression: Article 19, International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), General Comment No. 34, 

Human Rights Committee, 2011; Communication 488/1992, Toonen v. 

Australia, Human Rights Committee, 1992; Resolution 32/2, Human 

Rights Council, 2016; UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion and 

expression, reports: A/HRC/38/35 (2018) and A/74/486 (2019); UN High 

Commissioner for Human Rights, report: A/HRC/19/41 (2011).

The right to non-discrimination: Article 2, para. 1 and Article 26, ICCPR.

5. User submissions

 In their statement to the Board, the user described their account as a place 

“to celebrate queer Arab culture.” They explain that while it is a “safe space,” 

as its following has grown it has increasingly been targeted by homophobic 

trolls who write abusive comments and mass-report content. 

 The user explained that their intent in posting the content was to celebrate 

“effeminate men and boys” in Arab society who are often belittled with the 

derogatory language highlighted in the post. They further explained that they 

were attempting to reclaim these derogatory words used against them as a 

form of resistance and empowerment, and argued that they made clear in the 

post’s content that they do not condone or encourage the use of the words in 

the pictures as slurs. The user also stated that they believed their content 

complied with Meta’s content policies which specifically permit the use of 

otherwise banned terms when used self-referentially or in an empowering way. 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fnews%2F2021%2F03%2Four-commitment-to-human-rights%2F&h=AT1NRl45P5JYg2mA5ydV3itx0RlUiAKpyb_1ygEaula12gxwnyfP96vDJE_oYjWwZASty1_-Yl-Hk9VqMckZJLzZuJAHQCCCP8xTfVVMhvCwaQ7wjEn7yTkvjGcT3w2ARjaljWKG_E6_IMNw
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F03%2FFacebooks-Corporate-Human-Rights-Policy.pdf&h=AT1WqRNYyQfbmgFmZ-xrpWgoIoCfo219nDidRkB_mjbr3jeZqw_46w-wjg5GfZwJDpIyBMQovmo9itWb6EGeX50SZfiklSVv5pBY54ti7Jy1_HnkJhCvCCQu0EvAxnOSkx1Ow2TzyOIPfTy2
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT23FxR9dC1Fa4SsWe59fsP9eIfZnADVmewyBDR0wKBh4S8HSX_2X6m-UrLkvTrjNxjzHjXxE4WVobAaOdF4ZQzVfy8noVaaW86jqzyykPxrDN2Vvspc6IF-RjxV0zfB0DCDTufnWojAj6gR
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fjuris.ohchr.org%2FSearch%2FDetails%2F702&h=AT18FFMYk_hdMF4J7hZdiNCRv6VjKkMoxn9edAofyNQqe-Y3lGvY8z5dJgeEI0qFVO9oX07YXNao-TQ5KsnxhEpMpM2uFGfubshyyna98v3XRwUAdvoSWrMppLXU4zshzvO2wv_t90CzY3MP
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdocuments-dds-ny.un.org%2Fdoc%2FUNDOC%2FGEN%2FG16%2F154%2F15%2FPDF%2FG1615415.pdf%3FOpenElement&h=AT3umUAE6p55Xl4wDIjJjT0Pnvpc83HTM0Ml1pb94sG343F_zpZL0estFpN9Q2dt4fEwoq07eZ1mlWjCfWPQwjttxs5Pvy5gjKgXjy9EmHnXKH6WDa3o3P8l1bbzEZYWGKAW2JOHP9UJEJTn
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdocuments-dds-ny.un.org%2Fdoc%2FUNDOC%2FGEN%2FG18%2F096%2F72%2FPDF%2FG1809672.pdf%3FOpenElement&h=AT13OjSXCJDThSdpjWD_J3vqoUW6q05MKguC-gmcYG1GlZA57sDcCOEa10G6h8i3H3kVvguCY1rUIivEA34A7_8QttZXKWcHYvUpXSCYO6zGHuUC3_YIoRO8Wm9oQIXQvWsmh5677L2gphcY
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdocuments-dds-ny.un.org%2Fdoc%2FUNDOC%2FGEN%2FN19%2F308%2F13%2FPDF%2FN1930813.pdf%3FOpenElement&h=AT1KG4pQfvgJuUftjRpKGAZgjueNqgooYLSlPvyq2ls15RWz9wj5JgvztMfQQxzKEuMDRHN6STbLUB4bwHcMJnx0VQ4xQve_YCXOh_4gJaoPkUKihJvSxi-HW-r4eyP9ULmQjiDD92dr9iXk
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrcouncil%2Fdocs%2F19session%2FA.HRC.19.41_English.pdf&h=AT3w9xfiI9gxWGIAf6QHRkz2O47Wy_2c86UR5nj4dQqJjTkDwWc4ZiqBIZ2Mc2RuvT9Ibjo0wPMpPvWKxgKCZ4hIEkxKNRD4oItXAius92-UqOJttkqQp22i_4yewT5rjajKyKs1jyGrW1AN
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6. Meta’s submissions

 Meta explained in its rationale that the content was originally removed under 

its Hate Speech Policy as the content contains a prohibited word on Meta’s 

slur list which is “a derogatory term for gay people.” Meta ultimately reversed 

its original decision and restored the content as the use of the word concerned 

fell within Meta’s exceptions for “content that condemns a slur or hate speech, 

discusses the use of slurs including reports of instances when they have been 

used, or debates about whether they are acceptable to use.” Meta accepted 

that the context indicated that the user was drawing attention to the hurtful 

nature of the word and was therefore non-violating. 

 In response to questions from the Board about how context is relevant in 

Meta’s application of Hate Speech policy exceptions, Meta stated that “hate 

speech and slurs are allowed” when they are mocked, condemned, discussed, 

reported, or used self-referentially and that the responsibility is on the user to 

make their intent clear when mentioning a slur. 

 In response to another question from the Board, Meta stated that they “did 

not speculate” as to why the content was erroneously removed because its 

content reviewers do not document the reasons for their decisions. 

 The Board asked Meta a total of 17 questions, 16 of which were answered fully 

and 1 of which was answered partially. 

7. Public comments

 The Board received three public comments related to this case. One of the 

comments was submitted from the United States and Canada, one from the 

Middle East and North Africa, and one from Latin America and the Caribbean. 

 The submissions covered the following themes: LGBT safety on major social 

media platforms, the consideration of local context in the enforcement of the 

hate speech policy, and the changing meanings of Arabic words. 

 To read public comments submitted for this case, please click here. 

https://oversightboard.com/attachment/559689039048771/
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 Additionally, as part of ongoing stakeholder engagement efforts, members of 

the Board held informative and enriching discussions with organizations that 

work on freedom of expression and the rights of LGBTQIA+ people, including 

Arabic speakers. This discussion highlighted concerns including: the difficulty 

in proclaiming a slur to be categorically reclaimed and universally inoffensive 

when the term in question may continue to be heard as a slur by some 

audiences, regardless of the intent of the speaker, the problems caused by a 

lack of input on content policy from LGBTQIA+ advocacy groups and non-

English speaking communities, and the risks of content moderation which is 

not sufficiently sensitive to context. 

8.Oversight Board analysis

 The Board looked at the question of whether this content should be restored 

through three lenses: Meta's content policies, the company's values, and its 

human rights responsibilities. 

 This case was selected by the Board as the over-moderation of speech by 

users from persecuted minority groups is a serious and widespread threat to 

their freedom of expression. Online spaces for expression are particularly 

important to groups that face persecution and their rights require heightened 

attention for protection from social media companies. This case also 

demonstrates the tension for Meta in seeking to protect minorities from hate 

speech, while also seeking to create a space where minorities can fully express 

themselves, including by reclaiming hateful slurs. 

8.1 Compliance with Meta’s content policies

I.Content rules

 The Board finds that, while slur terms are used, the content is not hate speech 

because it falls into an exception in the Hate Speech policy for slur words that 

are “used self-referentially or in an empowering way,” as well as the exception 

for quoting hate speech to “condemn it or raise awareness.” 

 In the "Wampum Belt" and "Two buttons meme" decisions the Board noted 
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that it is not necessary for a user to explicitly state their intention in a post in 

order for it to meet the requirements of an exception to the Hate Speech 

policy. It is enough for a user to be clear in the context of the post that they are 

using hate speech terminology in a way for which the policy allows. 

 However, the content in this case included the user’s statements that they did 

not “condone or encourage” the offensive use of the slur terms in question but 

that the post was instead “an attempt to resist and challenge the dominant 

narrative” and “to reclaim the power of such hurtful terms.” While clear 

statements of intent will not always be necessary or sufficient to legitimize the 

use or quotation of hate speech, they should alert a moderator to the 

possibility that an exception may apply. In this case, the Board finds that the 

statement of intent, coupled with the context, make clear that the content 

unambiguously falls within the exception. 

 Despite this, Meta initially removed the content, with three separate 

moderators determining that the content violated the Hate Speech policy. 

While there are a range of possible reasons as to how multiple moderators 

failed to properly classify the content, Meta was unable to provide specific 

explanations for the error since the company does not require moderators to 

record the reasoning for their decisions. As noted in the "Wampum Belt" 

decision, the types of mistakes and the people or communities who bear the 

burden of them reflect design choices for enforcement systems on the 

platform that risk impairing the free speech rights of members of persecuted 

groups. When Meta observes a pattern of persistent over-enforcement of 

content in relation to a persecuted or marginalized group, such as in this case, 

it would be appropriate to investigate the reasoning behind the enforcement 

decisions and consider what modifications to moderation rules, or increased 

training or supervision with respect to existing rules, are necessary to avoid 

overzealous enforcement that burdens members of groups whose expressive 

rights are at particular risk. 

II.Enforcement action

 In response to questions from the Board, Meta explained that the content was 

only restored to the platform because it happened to be flagged by a Meta 
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employee for an escalated level of review. “Escalated for review” means that, 

instead of the decision being revisited by at-scale review, which is often 

outsourced, it goes to an internal team at Meta. This appears to have required 

a Meta employee to notice the removal of the content, then fill out and submit 

an internal webform highlighting the issue. In addition to the element of 

chance, systems such as these can only identify errors in content to which 

Meta staff are personally exposed. Accordingly, content that is not in English, 

content not posted by accounts with many followers in the US, or content 

created for and by groups not well represented within Meta is far less likely to 

be noticed, flagged and given the additional attention. 

 As part of its outreach, the Board was made aware of concerns from 

stakeholders that accurate enforcement of the exceptions to the Hate Speech 

policy requires a degree of subject-matter expertise and local knowledge that 

Meta may either lack or not always be able to apply. The Board shares 

concerns that, unless Meta regularly seeks input from minority groups 

targeted with slurs on a country-specific level, it will be unable to formulate 

nuanced lists of designated slur terms and give its moderators proper 

guidance on how exceptions to the slurs policy should be applied. 

8.2 Compliance with Meta’s values

 The Board finds that the original decision to remove this content was 

inconsistent with Meta's values of "Voice" and "Dignity" and did not serve the 

value of "Safety." While it is consistent with Meta's values to prevent the use of 

slurs to abuse people on its platforms, the Board is concerned that Meta is not 

consistently applying exceptions in the policy to expression from marginalized 

groups. 

 In the context of this case, “Voice” that seeks to promote free expression from 

members of a marginalized group is of the utmost importance. Meta is right to 

attempt to limit the use of slurs to denigrate and intimidate their targets, and 

also to allow good faith attempts to deprive those words of their negative 

impact through reclamation. 

 The Board recognizes that the circulation of slurs impacts “Dignity.” 

Particularly when used with the intent to offend or absent contextual clues 
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signifying that they are not being used to offend, encounters with slur words 

can intimidate, upset or offend users in ways that inhibit online expression. 

Where there are clear contextual clues that the slur is mentioned to condemn 

it, raise awareness for it, or mentioned self-referentially or in an empowering 

way, the value of "Dignity" does not dictate that the word must be removed 

from the platform. On the contrary, over-enforcement that ignores the 

exceptions particularly affects minority and marginalized groups. As 

recommended by the Board in the "Two buttons meme" decision, Meta must 

ensure that its moderators are sufficiently resourced and supported such that 

relevant context could be assessed properly. It is important that moderators 

are able to distinguish between permitted references to slurs and 

impermissible uses of slurs to protect the "Voice" and "Dignity" of its users, 

especially those from marginalized communities. 

 As the “Dignity” and “Safety” of marginalized communities are at a 

heightened level of risk on social media platforms, those platforms have 

heightened responsibilities to protect them. The Board has already 

recommended in the "Wampum Belt" decision that Meta should conduct 

accuracy assessments on the application of Hate Speech policy allowances. 

Accuracy can be improved through the training of moderators so that they are 

able to identify content involving discriminated communities and receive 

instructions to carefully assess whether exceptions to the Hate Speech policy 

apply. An assessment of the content, along with supporting contextual cues, 

should be the triggering factor for the application of these exceptions. 

 With regards to “Safety,” the Board also notes the particular importance of 

both safe online spaces and careful moderation to marginalized and 

threatened communities. LGBTQIA+ Arabic speakers, especially in the MENA 

region, face a degree of danger when openly expressing themselves online. 

Meta must balance the need to provide supportive arenas for this expression 

with ensuring that it does not over-moderate and silence people who already 

face censorship and oppression. While the Board acknowledges the 

complexity of moderation in this area, especially at scale, it is vital that 

platforms invest the resources required to do it properly. 

8.3 Compliance with Meta’s human rights responsibilities
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 The Board concludes that Meta’s initial decision to remove the content was 

inconsistent with its human rights responsibilities as a business. Meta has 

committed itself to respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles on 

Business and Human Rights ( UNGPs). Facebook’s  Corporate Human Rights 

Policy states that this includes the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights (ICCPR). 

1. Freedom of expression (Article 19 ICCPR)

 Article 19 of the ICCPR provides for broad protection of expression, including 

discussion of human rights and expression which may be regarded as “deeply 

offensive” ( General Comment 34, para. 11). The right to freedom of expression 

is guaranteed to all people without discrimination as to “sex” or “other status” 

(Article 2, para. 1, ICCPR). This includes sexual orientation and gender identity 

( Toonen v. Australia (1992); A/HRC/19/41, para. 7). 

 This post relates to important social issues of discrimination against 

LGBTQIA+ people. The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights has noted 

concerns regarding restrictions on the freedom of expression arising from 

discriminatory limitations on advocacy for LGBTQIA+ rights ( A/HRC/19/41, 

para. 65). 

 Article 19 requires that where restrictions on expression are imposed by a 

state, they must meet the requirements of legality, legitimate aim and 

necessity and proportionality (Article 19, para. 3, ICCPR). Relying on the 

UNGPs framework, the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion and 

expression has called on social media companies to ensure that their content 

rules are guided by the requirements of Article 19, para. 3, ICCPR ( 

A/HRC/38/35, paras. 45 and 70). 

I. Legality (clarity and accessibility of the rules)

 The requirement of legality provides that any restriction on freedom of 

expression is accessible and clear enough to provide guidance as to what is 

permitted and what is not. 

 The Board recommended in the "Breast cancer symptoms and nudity" case 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fdocuments%2Fpublications%2Fguidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf&h=AT3YCF61TCUkxwuuH2RyisUasixVU8PzV9AQJGbPWMl0Mm3FzueSckCqQJWxFDk5-8L2vfsR-mkUhFgUy-0XEGzAFyYvcIHt4V4GKAxcoGHUiwf5uB9xRDtW-fEVJRGLhzrLcKyGtCTolZYs
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F03%2FFacebooks-Corporate-Human-Rights-Policy.pdf&h=AT08Ah7b7hebk4-MPEF-KLR6RRV1Uys0D_CkMprF4zhCuEDDyWyY_rMoD2xyoUZ_Bpbel1KSAOqpwau4ucjttLSEmrr1heh3vz36JljP5qI1uRAZZQ5U58MD9SMOldOFlX_YgQK65hQcfPcQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT2NYYAOeDpyFDfzP-lUjvjM16AS_aDoW40AXQrGsQhdEE94PJ8ZLdUEut8Tj8m0RWiKnGyr9JSxbObOOlvirIU1Phi49cY5QnA98CZxLjSx38_PNR6J1JP3cQTihyAIrnVP0-icrJz9ih7D
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fjuris.ohchr.org%2FSearch%2FDetails%2F702&h=AT1rtNifHMKCZZDs4Vp9y6muqJKSzdH_x-sLMKlucZzAbuXRQPJpvA_asgN1Evi_SDbu_KFPoE7EKyKQv7w-Gxp6nC1RzyFSmWxwEdunMxOquDFM6uMm83oH5EDLsr0hEzDUjcXi5_TabN0U
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrcouncil%2Fdocs%2F19session%2FA.HRC.19.41_English.pdf&h=AT1StZx3_gNd_XVsHtGLOS3J5AacCgH8tw0GJxRtm3A6fFC7c_tcWD9Bf7npu3Y9yS_u164USV0VpSQ_u8sv9IuXuj3AzXM9p0V25kpqste4VS_WojwZq0oIEBAnzwBcmaFbNl1ynEDb2ogK
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrcouncil%2Fdocs%2F19session%2FA.HRC.19.41_English.pdf&h=AT33cYGglu7t6-IrK9udIEfueSEHXv3nlMNPTBuHGUSraKqfHlCZXSFDjzbunnsbfVdlT6433we4fbFRrvmNW3m4g-4o3jWGZdgrEE_i7Iolc9xOsAUOocshaUIzA1IoWbXtLSVvYMfH0vmb
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdocuments-dds-ny.un.org%2Fdoc%2FUNDOC%2FGEN%2FG18%2F096%2F72%2FPDF%2FG1809672.pdf%3FOpenElement&h=AT3A_OOg-FUlWk6_utcfZ_1IwfhPPechaInT1IyN1Ed6aYSTlpIomFUfDuwHmcTgQfwbQIOw4i5he-X1eTb4ThpkbeR16ln0HSIUeW4Qum6AKa5Z5GDIdrk0RjmYlfJvAZoKZjqA7hUdeogS
https://oversightboard.com/decision/IG-7THR3SI1/
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(2020-004-IG-UA, Recommendation no. 9), the "Ocalan's isolation" case 

(2021-006-IG-UA, Recommendation no. 10) and the Policy Advisory Opinion 

on sharing private residential information (Recommendation no. 9) that Meta 

should clarify to Instagram users that Facebook’s Community Standards apply 

to Instagram in the same way they apply to Facebook, with some exceptions. 

In the Policy Advisory Opinion, the Board recommended that Meta complete 

this within 90 days. The Board notes Meta’s response to the Policy Advisory 

Opinion that, while this recommendation will be implemented fully, Meta is still 

working on building more comprehensive Instagram Community Guidelines 

clarifying their relationship with the Facebook Community Standards and 

cannot commit to the 90-day deadline. The Board, having reiterated this 

recommendation on multiple occasions, believes Meta has had sufficient time 

to prepare for these changes. The unclear relationship between the Instagram 

Community Guidelines and Facebook Community Standards is a source of 

continual confusion for users of Meta’s platforms. Currently, while the 

Instagram Community Guidelines contain a link to the Facebook Community 

Standard on Hate Speech, it is not clear to the user that the entire Facebook 

Community Standard on Hate Speech, including the slurs prohibition and 

exceptions, applies to Instagram. Timely and comprehensive updates to the 

Instagram Community Guidelines remain a top priority for the Board. 

 With regards to the development of the slurs list, the Board reiterates the 

point made in the "South Africa Slurs" case ( 2021-011-FB-UA) that Meta 

should be more transparent on the procedures and criteria for developing the 

list. In this case, Meta explained that it defines slur lists for each established 

market based on “analysis and vetting from relevant internal partners such as 

process, markets, and content policy teams.” Meta also stated that its market 

experts audit the slur list annually, with each term being assessed qualitatively 

and quantitatively, differentiating “words which are inherently offensive, even 

if written on their own, and words which are not inherently offensive.” It is 

unclear to the Board when that annual review takes place, but after the Board 

selected this case, Meta audited the use of the word “z***l.” Following this 

audit, the word was removed from the “Arabic” slur list while remaining on the 

slur list for the “Maghreb market.” The Board does not know whether this 

audit was part of regular procedures or an ad hoc review in response to the 

Board’s selection of this case. More generally, it is not apparent to the Board 

what the qualitative and quantitative assessments in annual reviews entail. 

https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/IG-I9DP23IB/
https://oversightboard.com/news/673967193790462-oversight-board-publishes-policy-advisory-opinion-on-the-sharing-of-private-residential-information/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Fpao-private-residential-information-policy%2F&h=AT3Aw9tZ2lf0l9OtnqV-AXXQdJh2zD4COrnlX9Q9Vg6nG9V6gpnKpK_j4vH4JAVGZw0QOWh25bedNNeKo-xbkb4m3kiKT-HqbdbofQVbYLl6EImxoFup8glPSY3TnXFijAkw1LKarJh8a1BP
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-TYE2766G/
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 Information on the processes and criteria for development of the slur list and 

market designation, especially regarding how linguistic and geographic 

markets are distinguished, is not available to users. Without this information, 

the users may have difficulty assessing what words might be considered slurs, 

based solely on the definition of slurs in the Hate Speech policy that relies on 

subjective concepts such as inherent offensiveness and insulting nature ( 

A/74/486, para. 46; see also A/HRC/38/35, para. 26). 

 With regards to how the slur list is enforced, Meta stated in the "South Africa 

Slurs" case ( 2021-011-FB-UA) that its “prohibition against slurs is global, but 

the designation of slurs is market-specific.” It explained that “[i]f a term 

appears on a market slur list, the hate speech policy prohibits its use in that 

market.” Meta’s explanation is confusing as to whether its enforcement 

practices, which may be global in scope, mean that market-designated slurs 

are also prohibited globally. Meta explained that it defined a market as “a 

combination of country(ies) and language(s)/dialect(s)” and that “the division 

between…market[s] is primarily based on a combination of language /dialect 

and country of the content.” Meta’s content reviewers are “designated to their 

market based on their linguistic aptitude and cultural and market knowledge.” 

According to Meta, this content involved the Arabic and Maghreb markets on 

the slur list. It was routed to these markets “based on a combination of 

multiple signals such as location, language, and dialect detected in the 

content, the type of the content and the report type.” It is not sufficiently clear 

to the Board how the multiple signals work together to determine which 

markets a piece of content would engage, and whether content containing a 

word which is a slur in a given market would only be removed if the content 

relates to that market, or whether it would be removed globally. The 

Community Standard itself does not explain this process. 

 Meta should issue a comprehensive explanation of how slurs are enforced on 

the platform. There are multiple areas of opacity in the current policy, 

including whether slurs designated for particular geographies are removed 

from the platform only when posted in those geographies or when viewed in 

those geographies, or regardless of where they are posted or viewed. Meta 

should also explain how it handles words that are considered a slur in some 

settings but have an entirely different meaning, one that does not violate any 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdocuments-dds-ny.un.org%2Fdoc%2FUNDOC%2FGEN%2FN19%2F308%2F13%2FPDF%2FN1930813.pdf%3FOpenElement&h=AT2bYyvkaLD1QZsiqPPJ7Mt_XpzWTlcR9haJ5MV4iq9wlkUOenxvIyaw0Swnq1cBmtrLA1ePIfHolRUCn825hSUuEomVJU_BACifW3S60kYQ4I8v744qSkTRsG_V3H3pdgjkVKmCTTd3t22G
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdocuments-dds-ny.un.org%2Fdoc%2FUNDOC%2FGEN%2FG18%2F096%2F72%2FPDF%2FG1809672.pdf%3FOpenElement&h=AT1W-sHzqriNSNvpRAcwvJU5VLq6uRGkGHnB5oKsLzIlnk_N-_lyibmfc66m3hdoDDXkio4lvGCmPkI8_eBX8ArdMlsHslxTUp1U06yTx6aVcXiUdoxkg8emjfuW7t1uiR_Xt9lpZBxevNBP
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-TYE2766G/
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of Meta's policies, elsewhere. 

 The structure of the Community Standard on Hate Speech may also cause 

confusion. Although the prohibition on slurs appears below the heading for tier 

three hate speech, the Board finds it unclear whether the prohibition does 

belong to tier three as slurs do not necessarily target people with segregation 

or exclusion, which are the focus in the rest of that tier. 

II.Legitimate aim

 Any restriction on expression should pursue one of the legitimate aims listed 

in the ICCPR, which include the “rights of others.” The policy at issue in this 

case pursued the legitimate aim of protecting the rights of others ( General 

Comment No. 34, para. 28) to equality, protection against violence, and 

discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity (Article 2, para. 

1, Article 26 ICCPR; UN Human Rights Committee, Toonen v. Australia (1992); 

UN Human Rights Council Resolution 32/2 on the protection against violence 

and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity). 

III. Necessity and proportionality

 The principle of necessity and proportionality provides that any restrictions 

on freedom of expression “must be appropriate to achieve their protective 

function; they must be the least intrusive instrument amongst those which 

might achieve their protective function; [and] they must be proportionate to 

the interest to be protected” ( General Comment 34, para. 34). 

 It was not necessary to remove the content in this case as the removal was a 

clear error which was not line with the exception in Meta’s Hate Speech 

policies. Removal was also not the least intrusive instrument to achieve the 

legitimate aim because, in each review resulting in removal, the entire 

carousel containing 10 photos was taken down for alleged policy violations in 

only one of the photos. Even if the carousel had included one image with 

impermissible slurs not covered by an exception, removal of the entire 

carousel would not be a proportionate response. 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT0SWqes8S_rI4dT2hwQlicj4dIYrMnxdNJxwk4d-7Nw2ak59OyJj5X1bzd5i4SjdmOxFf0zMxWXPQzZZhTSjb0rIF9OV3nspm1SxG_59uGLfNldTKWZ21fXGEZ5GLZ8WPW8ZWbUW0ABZovp
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fjuris.ohchr.org%2FSearch%2FDetails%2F702&h=AT2fEaU1tNsXphA7E5kpjqeJ5mSaPMElxhnOHEdIiJcJG-oVzYO7GIgeeo0LZnjmvq9maHhlTf-KxYdKvaKvZk7oQDVwLH43VmSui_-Og2ovG9Viuu6jm1slDrXniqi3vUuOC0SYe-UZJh2g
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdocuments-dds-ny.un.org%2Fdoc%2FUNDOC%2FGEN%2FG16%2F154%2F15%2FPDF%2FG1615415.pdf%3FOpenElement&h=AT2CUVvwLWgVHJSrhFWa6j2wbCEOeqEW7nd1yyDyR-ap63SOdg5TojFvVBvUV16g7K4r2LTIW7DLL1dcbgoiqH81kErF37iUPoYFL4Ejcp6OCj4QQ8OLVaSDe_7jxFdYyrA2DoVIAWCd9wJc
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT0VTldfdzwvXpZCQBmEup9AbG1UJ3azoxde8EcQ74_3myEh4W7Lj3u9lKpOFyXLl1KshcvU2-S5i4_fWyZLnglmr5sX_orYVj30fj2sY3T08_8TnQ8dKQYh_N2ja_8ZydCQokCaGRgBK_8t
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 Meta explained to the Board that “the post is considered violating when any 

photo contains a violation of the Community Standards” and “[u]nlike 

Facebook, it is not possible for Meta to remove a single image from an 

Instagram multi-photo post.” Meta stated that an update to the content review 

tool had been proposed with the aim that reviewers could remove just the 

violating photo in a carousel, but the update had not been prioritized. The 

Board does not find this explanation clear, and believes that deprioritizing the 

update could lead to systemic overenforcement where entire carousels are 

taken down even though only parts of them are deemed violating. The Board 

also notes that, where a user posts the same series of photos on Facebook and 

Instagram, the different treatments of this kind of content on the two platforms 

would lead to inconsistent results which are not justified by any meaningful 

policy difference: if one of the photos is violating, this will cause removal of the 

whole carousel on Instagram, but not on Facebook. 

2.Non-discrimination

 Given the importance of reclaiming derogatory terms for LGBTQIA+ people in 

countering discrimination, the Board expects Meta to be particularly sensitive 

to the possibility of wrongful removal of the content in this case and similar 

content on Facebook and Instagram. As the Board noted in the "Wampum 

Belt" decision ( 2021-012-FB-UA) regarding artistic expression from 

Indigenous persons, it is not sufficient to evaluate the performance of Meta’s 

enforcement of Facebook’s Hate Speech policy as a whole – effects on 

particular marginalized groups must be taken into account. Under the UNGPs, 

"business enterprises should pay special attention to any particular human 

rights impacts on individuals from groups or populations that may be at 

heightened risk of vulnerability or marginalization" (UNGPs, Principles 18 and 

20). For LGBTQIA+ people in countries which penalize their expression, social 

media is often one of the only means through which they can still express 

themselves freely. This is especially the case for Instagram, where the 

Community Guidelines permit users to not use their real name. The Board 

notes the same freedoms are not provided to Facebook users in the 

Community Standards. It would be important for Meta to demonstrate that it 

has undertaken human rights due diligence to ensure its systems are 

operating fairly and are not contributing to discrimination (UNGPs, Principle 

17). The Board notes that Meta routinely evaluates the accuracy of its 

https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-L1LANIA7/
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enforcement systems in dealing with hate speech ("Wampum Belt" decision). 

However these assessments are not broken down into evaluations of accuracy 

that specifically measure Meta’s ability to distinguish impermissible hate 

speech from permitted content that attempts to reclaim derogatory terms. 

 The errors in this case indicate that Meta’s guidance to moderators assessing 

references to derogatory terms may be insufficient. The Board is concerned 

that reviewers may not have sufficient resources in terms of capacity or 

training to prevent the kind of mistake seen in this case, especially in respect 

of content permitted under policy exceptions. In this case, Meta informed the 

Board that the Known Questions and Internal Implementation Standards are 

available in English only to “ensure standardized global enforcement” of its 

policies, and that “all of its content moderators are fluent in English.” In the 

"Myanmar bot" decision ( 2021-007-FB-UA), the Board recommended that 

Meta should ensure its Internal Implementation Standards are available in the 

language in which content moderators review content. Meta took no further 

action on this recommendation, giving a similar response that its content 

moderators were fluent in English. The Board observes that providing 

reviewers with guidance in English on how to moderate content in non-English 

languages is innately challenging. The Internal Implementation Standards and 

Known Questions are often based in US-English language structures that may 

not apply in other languages, such as Arabic. 

 In the "Wampum Belt" decision ( 2021-012-FB-UA, Recommendation no. 3), 

the Board recommended that Meta conduct accuracy assessments focused 

on Hate Speech policy exceptions that cover expression about human rights 

violations (e.g. condemnation, awareness-raising, self-referential use, 

empowering use), and that Meta should share results of the assessment, 

including how these results will inform improvements to enforcement 

operations and policy development. The Board issued this recommendation 

based on its understanding that the costs of over-removal of expression about 

human rights violations are particularly great. The Board notes Meta’s 

concerns with the recommendation in assessing feasibility, including (a) lack 

of specific categories in its policies on exceptions for areas such as human 

rights violations, and (b) lack of an easily identifiable sample of content that 

falls under Hate Speech exceptions. The Board believes these challenges can 

https://oversightboard.com/news/342799874210662-oversight-board-overturns-facebook-decision-case-2021-007-fb-ua/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Foversight%2Foversight-board-cases%2Fpost-discussing-the-situation-in-myanmar-while-using-profanity&h=AT3GTBn85hULS9AIAnNZWYqXR123Ve9ZwSkkNarjF0iWY3nmhzoGA7uYhYtVP1LwzquJ6PHGpAgTJKUALTWZbQoCFMxXNw8nwH2M6thahcZ753C2z3foW4a_z7-8BbohF-77BHL6-Vw7akgy
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-L1LANIA7/
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be overcome, as Meta could focus analysis on existing Hate Speech 

exceptions and prioritize identifying samples of content. The Board 

encourages Meta to commit to implement the recommendation in the 

"Wampum Belt" case ( 2021-012-FB-UA) and welcomes updates from Meta in 

its next quarterly report. 

9. Oversight Board decision

 The Oversight Board overturns Meta's original decision to take down the 

content. 

10. Policy advisory statement

Enforcement

 1. Meta should translate the Internal Implementation Standards and Known 

Questions to Modern Standard Arabic. Doing so could reduce over-

enforcement in Arabic-speaking regions by helping moderators better assess 

when exceptions for content containing slurs are warranted. The Board notes 

that Meta has taken no further action in response to the recommendation in 

the "Myanmar Bot" case (2021-007-FB-UA) that Meta should ensure that its 

Internal Implementation Standards are available in the language in which 

content moderators review content. The Board will consider this 

recommendation implemented when Meta informs the Board that translation 

to Modern Standard Arabic is complete. 

Transparency

 2. Meta should publish a clear explanation on how it creates its market-

specific slur lists. This explanation should include the processes and criteria 

for designating which slurs and countries are assigned to each market-specific 

list. The Board will consider this implemented when the information is 

published in the Transparency Center. 

 3. Meta should publish a clear explanation of how it enforces its market-

specific slur lists. This explanation should include the processes and criteria 

for determining precisely when and where the slurs prohibition will be 

https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-L1LANIA7/
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enforced, whether in respect to posts originating geographically from the 

region in question, originating outside but relating to the region in question, 

and/or in relation to all users in the region in question, regardless of the 

geographic origin of the post. The Board will consider this recommendation 

implemented when the information is published in Meta’s Transparency 

Center. 

 4. Meta should publish a clear explanation on how it audits its market-specific 

slur lists. This explanation should include the processes and criteria for 

removing slurs from or keeping slurs on Meta's market-specific lists. The 

Board will consider this recommendation implemented when the information 

is published in Meta’s Transparency Center. 

*Procedural note: 

 The Oversight Board’s decisions are prepared by panels of five Members and 

approved by a majority of the Board. Board decisions do not necessarily 

represent the personal views of all Members. 

 For this case decision, independent research was commissioned on behalf of 

the Board. An independent research institute headquartered at the University 

of Gothenburg and drawing on a team of over 50 social scientists on six 

continents, as well as more than 3,200 country experts from around the world. 

The Board was also assisted by Duco Advisors, an advisory firm focusing on 

the intersection of geopolitics, trust and safety, and technology. The company 

Lionbridge Technologies, LLC, whose specialists are fluent in more than 350 

languages and work from 5,000 cities across the world, provided linguistic 

expertise. 
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Date published

Jun 13, 2022

Platform

Instagram

Relevant Community Standard

Hate speech

Related topics

LGBT, Marginalized communities, Sex and gender equality

Region

Middle East and North Africa

Country(s) affected

Morocco, Egypt, Lebanon

Attachments

Reclaiming Arabic words public comments

Hate SpeechHate Speech

Policies cited

https://oversightboard.com/attachment/559689039048771/

